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Dr. Seuss has always been welcome in every reader's home, but in this Bright and Early Book

classic, Marvin K. Mooney's welcome has been worn out! In merry verse and illustrations, Marvin is

asked to leave by every conceivable means of transportation. He can leave by lion's tail or stamp

himself and go by mail. By stilts or Crunk-Car or Zumble-Zay, it's time that Marvin was on his way.

Will Marvin ever get the hint?  Combining brief and funny stories, easy words, catchy rhythm, and

lively illustrations, Bright and Early Books are an ideal way to introduce the joys of reading to

children.
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Oh, why won't Marvin K. Mooney just please go now? In this 1972 classic for "beginning beginners,"

Dr. Seuss devotes his rhymes to budging the reluctant young Marvin K.: "The time has come. The

time is now. Just go. Go. GO! I don't care how." But despite his impatience, our narrator certainly

isn't short of ideas on how Marvin could make an exit. "You can go on stilts. You can go by fish. You

can go in a Crunk-Car if you wish." Seuss's ever wacky illustrations accompany each new mode of

transport, from balloon to broomstick to Bumble-Boat. And if those who are just learning find a word

they don't know, chances are Seuss has simply made it up to fill out this ear-pleasing, easy-to-read



text. This book is yet another fun and euphonious entry from the good doctor, a silly primer for

budding rhymers and readers. (Ages 4 to 8) --Paul Hughes

"[Dr. Seuss] has...instilled a lifelong love of books, learning and reading [in children]" - The

Telegraph"Dr. Seuss ignites a child's imagination with his mischievous characters and zany verses"

- The Express"The magic of Dr. Seuss, with his hilarious rhymes, belongs on the family bookshelf" -

Sunday Times Magazine"The author... has filled many a childhood with unforgettable characters,

stunning illustrations, and of course, glorious rhyme" - The Guardian"Dr. Seuss ignites a child's

imagination with his mischievous characters and zany verses." - The Express --This text refers to an

out of print or unavailable edition of this title.

We got our first copy of this book back in the 1980s as one selection in a series from a children's

book club. It soon became a family read-aloud favorite because it encourages dramatic expression,

and ends in such a satisfying way. Now, our decades-old copy is missing its cover and has many

torn pages, so I'm replacing it--and ordering extras to give to our grandchildren.

My three-year-old grandson loves many Dr. Seuss books with the repetition, rhyming words, humor,

and rhythm. He has memorized many of them --- the first being " The Foot Book." However, he does

not really enjoy this book for some reason. When I suggest we read this together, he always

chooses another one. I think it's the fact that someone is being told to "GO NOW!" It doesn't seem

as much fun, but perhaps a little scary?? Not sure with a three-year-old.

Who doesn't love Dr. Seuss? This one is just the best!!

Best book EVER! I have bought it several times and given to my friends!

My first review! We love this book and often check it out from the library so it is not the contents of

the book I have an issue with. The product we received from this  order was a complete joke. The

book is assembled backward and most of the pages are upside down. On a number of the pages

the words are actually cut off so you couldn't even read it backwards and upside down if you wanted

to. Unless like me, you have it memorized. Do NOT order from this seller.

Another great Dr. Seuss book with cute rhymes and a ridiculous story that toddlers/young children



love.

One of my favorite Dr. Seuss stories; my own children loved my vocals & now my grandchildren are

equally charmed.

This book is exactly as I remember it. The book is compact enough to fit in a medium size purse.
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